Mathematics

Literacy



Science

back to zero.


Animals, including humans

Stories with



recurring literary

adults.


language


Recount



Roald Dahl week

Research and describe basic



Describe the important of

then fives or twos.
Count in 100s from/back to 0.



Count on in steps of 5 to at least 30, from 0 or
a small number.



Solve mathematical problems/puzzles,
recognise simple patterns and relationships

eating the right amounts of


Count on in steps of 3 or 4 to at least 30, from
and back to zero.



exercise for humans and
food.

Count up to 100 objects by grouping in tens,



needs of survival.

Senses poems



Offspring which grow into

Count reliably up to 100 objects by grouping
them in 10s.





Say the number names to at least 100, from and

and make predictions. Suggest extensions.


Hygiene.

REASONING: Give examples to match general
statement about numbers.



Round numbers less than 100 to the nearest 10.



Tell and write the time to five minutes,
including quarter past/to the hour and draw

the hands on a clock
face to show these times.
History

Religious Education


Harvest Celebrations



What do Christians

Topic: Me, Myself and
Others

believe and how does this
shape their lives.



The lives of significant individuals in the past
who have contributed to national and
international achievements.



Compare aspects of life in different periods.



Changes within living memory.

Autumn 1
Music

Art


Listen with concentration and understanding to a range
of high-quality live and recorded music Experiment with,



Artist focus: Picasso



To use painting to

create, select and combine sounds using the inter-related
dimensions.

develop and share



Play tuned instruments musically.



Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing
songs and speaking chants and rhymes.



ideas, experiences and

Participate in harvest festival.

imagination.
Spanish

Computing

Physical Education


Gymnastics-Perform a variety



E-safety



Use words relating to family.

of actions with increasing



Use technology purposefully



Description of self in sentences.

to create, organise, store,



Develop awareness of basic

control.


Multi-skills/Games based
activities



Perform a range of rolling,
throwing, striking, kicking, catching

manipulate and retrieve
digital content.

Spanish grammar.

